§ isB]      Diphthongs of Accented Syllables    67
OHG. biotan, to offer \ ceosan, Goth, kiusan (to test),
O.Icel. kjosa, OS. OHG. kiosan, to choose] and similarly
cleofan, to cleave ; creopan, to creep ; dreosan, to fall ;
fieogan, to fly ; freosan, to freeze ; geotan, to pour out ;
leogan, to lie] reocan, to smoke ; sceotan, to shoot] seoj>an,
to boil, cook ; teon (Goth, tiuhan), to draw, lead.
note. — i. The old diphthong eu was occasionally preserved
in the oldest monuments, as steupfaedaer, later steopf seder,
stepfather.
2. eo (ea) became e in Anglian before c, g, h, as reca(n), sec,
flega(n), lega(n), leht = WS. reocan, seoc, &c.
iu
§ 138. The normal development of Germanic ju, which
arose from older eu when the next syllable contained an
i, I, or j (§ 44), is 10 injDE. (= Goth, iu, O.Icel ju (y), OS.
OHG. iu). In WS. 10 generally became le (later i, y) by
i-umlaut But when no umlaut took place, early WS. had
10 beside eo, and later generally eo only. It is difficult to
account for the non-umlauted forms, unless we may suppose
that they are not pure WS. Examples are : cles]>, Goth.
kiusi}>, O.Icel. kys(s), OS. kiusid, OHG. kiusit, he chooses,
tests, inf. OE. ^ceosan^; tiehf , Goth, tiuhi]?, OS. tiuhid,
OHG. ziuhit,^ draws, leads, inf. OE. teon; Kehtan, Goth,
liuhtjan, OS. liuhtian, OHG. Uuhten, to give light, dlere
beside deore, OS. diuri, OHG. tiuri, dear, beloved] dierling
beside deorling, darling] gejnedan beside gefiodan, ge-
feodan, to join, associate] stieran (O.Icel. styra, OHG.
stiuren) beside steoran, to steer; >!efj>, ]?iestre (OS.
thiustri), beside )>eofj>, theft] ]>iostre, feostre, dark.
ge>iode,gej>eode,/flwg-»fl^; Hode,leode(OS.liudi, OHG.
liuti), people ; and a few other words,
The i-umlaut of lo did not take place in the other
dialects, so that we have in Nth. and Ken. 10 (also written
la in the latter dialect); and in Mercian 10 beside eo (later
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